Competitive Comparison
Elliott/Salamander Emergency Management Solutions
First responder and accountability solutions can help save critical time tracking responders, volunteers
and assets. Constant awareness of the status and location of personnel and assets is key to managing the
emergency scene and creating reports after the incident.
Below is a feature to feature comparison of the two leading emergency management solutions to help
answer your questions and compare features of each solution.

Feature/Need

Salamander

Elliott

Notes

Uniform ID card template and
designs

Yes

Yes

Create statewide first
responder database

Yes

Yes

Ability to import existing,
already collected, first
responder data

Yes

Yes

Access to that database
without internet access

Yes*

Yes

*Salamander records accessible via reports stored
on the PC in each case.

Access to that database from
any PC with internet access.
Collect data at any PC with
internet access

Yes

Yes*

*Elliott would only be accessible from any PC via
reports. EEMS software would be necessary to
access information directly from the database when
internet access is present, or access the database
from last backup on the local PC.

Ability to expire an ID

Yes*

Yes

*Salamander cards do not expire, so they are still
usable by the holders to be checked onto a scene.
An expiration date can be printed in the barcode.
Qualifications can list as expired at a database level
and are viewable via web browser.

Check people onto and
off scenes

Yes

Yes

Check people in as groups

Yes

Yes

Rosters

Yes

Yes

Move people to specific
assignments

Yes

Yes

Multiple handhelds on a
single scene

Yes

Yes

Personnel Accountability
Report (PAR)Auto notification of
assignment duration limits

Yes

Yes

Feature/Need

Salamander

Elliott

Notes

Electronic command board

Yes

No*

*Elliott is in list form, not true Command-board style.

Search entire database and
issue ID’s onsite

Yes*

Yes

*Salamander needs internet access to issue new
ID’s by adding new records to the data base, or can
issue a RapidTag for temporary use.

Search for and attain specific
qualifications and assets

Yes

Yes

Ability to send mass emails or
texts to groups of responders
with specific skill sets or assets

No

Yes

Most current qualification data
on scene

Yes*

Yes

*Salamander needs internet access, or on-scene
first responder qualifications are known up to the
date each individual card was printed.

Issue ID’s on-scene to those
not in the database

Yes*

Yes*

*Salamander could with internet access, or simply
issue a RapidTag.
*Elliott would create a record for them.

Ability to read a Salamander
Bar code

Yes

Yes*

* Elliott is able to read the UID witin the bar
code and then pull certifications from the
database containing the record held on the
handheld, in the local PC or remotely.

Store electronic copies of
paperwork in database record
of each first responder to
validate certifications and
qualifications achieved

No

Yes

Ability to track certifications
and qualifications including
expiration dates

Yes

Yes

Utilize all existing PC’s in the
cases in the field

Yes

Yes

Utilize all existing handhelds in
the cases in the field

Yes*

Yes

*Only the handhelds from current Salamander
systems can be used for Salamander.

Tag and track evacuees,
volunteers or assets

Yes*

Yes*

*Salamander could issue a scene-specific RapidTag
for each, or scan a triage tag for evacuees.
*Elliott could produce a plastic card, a label badge,
or scan another form of ID such as a bar code on a
drivers license.

View our catalogs at www.identisys.com
The above information was compiled by IdentiSys from published information available from Salamander Technologies
and Elliott Data Systems Inc. This information is believed to be current and correct as of June 2012.
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